
International guest 
lecturers arrived at Wenzao 

for Sister School Week

SPECIAL EVENT

Wenzao promotes Taiwanese 
culture and hospitality by 
inviting guest lecturers from 
sister schools around the 
globe for Sister School Week. 
--by Jovian Gautama

Where Are You Christmas? : 
No Christmas Holiday for 

Wenzaorians

SPECIAL EVENT

Wenzao’s decision for not 
giving a day off on Christmas 
Day, despite being a Catholic 
college, was questioned by 
students. --byJovian Gautama

Wenzao E-Car to hit the 
road soon

SPECIAL EVENT

Wenzao Language Diagnostic 
and Consultation Center 
(LDCC) is going to start their 
“E-Car” program, a car 
specially modified for foreign 
language learning.--by Jovian  
Gautama

Chiazky Huang, a student from the 
class UE3A and his 4 other team 
members, took the grand prize in 
the marketing competition held as a 
part of Taiwan Exhibition and 
Convention Industry Show, 
competing with students from all 
around the globe such as Korea, 
Singapore and China.

The Wenzao team won the price by 
designing a marketing plan 
Kaohsiung as a potential city for 
MICE Industry development. Other 
than presented to the tournament 

judges, the project plan was also 
presented by real potential 
companies that might be interested 
to invest in it.

Chiazky and his team went 
through painstaking and time-
consuming preparation period, 
including spending countless 
nights staying up late to gather 
materials and designing their 
presentation. In total, it took 
around 2 months in to prepare for 
the competition. 
                                --by Wilson Huang

Wenzao’s pride: Third-year English Major Student won 
International Marketing Competition.

UE3A’s student sky-rocketed Wenzao’s English Department 
reputation after being part of “Exco-Taiwan” competition 

winning team.

Two solar bus stops in front of 
Wenzao’s main gate, each cost 
a humongous amount of 
160,000 NT$, were criticized by 
some passengers, mainly 
Wenzao students, as “a failure”,

The purpose of the solar bus 
stop is to give more lighting for 
passengers waiting for bus at 
night and especially prevent 
criminal action which could 
potentially arise. However, 
passengers are complaining 
about how the hi-tech traffic 
tool doesn’t provide one of the 
simplest functions needed as a 
normal bus stop: as a shelter 
from sunshine and rain. 

Kaohsiung’s local government, 
been criticized for inefficient 
and ridiculous tax spending, is 
expected to deal with the 
complaints soon.--by Max 
Chen

Expensive Solar Bus Stops  
deemed as “a failure”
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Chiazky with other competitors representing Singapore


